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FAO Lisa Edwards – Programme Officer Teignbridge Local Plan 

Dear Lisa, 

I email with regards to the above.   We are aware that the Local Plan consultation is due to 
commence on 05 September 2013.  Natural England had no outstanding concerns with the Plan and 
therefore we are not due to attend the Examination.  However, it has emerged that since the last 
formal consultation period on the Plan, additional information has come forward with regard to some 
allocations contained in the Plan.  This has emerged as a result of planning applications/proposals 
that have come forward in advance of the Local Plan adoption but relate to allocations proposed in 
the emerging Plan. 

Allocation BT2A – Bovey Tracey 

New evidence indicates the presence of priority habitats and species, which the Inspector may wish to 
see as part of the Examination process.  I have attached Natural England’s statutory response to the 
planning application -  reference 13/02292/MAJ (Indio House, Bovey Tracey), which is associated 
with allocation BT2A within the emerging Local Plan (Bovey Tracey). 

<<t0MYQ0T1.pdf>>  

We consider that the above is crucial evidence in the context of the allocation BT2A in the Local 
Plan.  Natural England appreciates the formal consultation period for the Local Plan has come to an 
end, however would highlight that this information relates to a current planning application and 
therefore the evidence was not available previously. 

Allocation KS2 (Ware Barton) & KS7 (Passage House) 

Natural England has also been alerted to a technical report associated with a planning 
application/proposal at Coombes Wood House, which adjoins allocation KS2 (Ware Barton) that 
indicates the presence of Grey Long Eared Bats maternity roosts adjacent to the Site KS2 and the 
use of sites KS2 and KS7 for foraging.  However Natural England has not been able to obtain any 
further detail on this application/proposal nor does it appear to have been logged on our systems for a 
response from Natural England.  However given the potential vulnerabilities to this rare species 
Natural England would advise the Local Planning Authority and Inspector to have due consideration 
to any evidence put forward on this matter. Research published by Dr Orly Razgour of Bristol 
University (Razgour O., Whitby D., Dahlberg E., Barlow K., Hanmer J., Haysom K., McFarlane H., 
Wicks L., Williams C., Jones G. (2013) Conserving grey long-eared bats) shows that the UK 
population of the grey long-eared bat is facing decline with the latest population estimates at as little 
as 1000 adult individuals. This is largely attributed to the loss of lowland unimproved grasslands 
(meadows) essential for their foraging and is punctuated by the loss of a number of known maternity 
roosts.  

Should you wish to discuss any details contained in this letter please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Regards 

Zoe Buddle 

Zoë Buddle BSc (Hons) MA MRTPI 

Senior Adviser 

Development Plans Network 

http://www.bats.org.uk/data/files/publications/Grey_long-eared_bat_management_plan_June2013web.pdf
http://www.bats.org.uk/data/files/publications/Grey_long-eared_bat_management_plan_June2013web.pdf
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